
 

KS1 Home Learning Information 

During the bubble closure, it’s incredibly important that your child continues to remain in a 

routine and learning.  In order to help this to be achieved, we will send out a daily schedule on 

Seesaw containing a brief outline of the expected learning for the day. The daily schedule will 

always include a morning message from the class teacher outlining the days learning, a pupil 

check in (registration), Maths and English lessons, as well as a topic based lesson/activity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lessons 

For most of the lessons set your child should be able to write or type their response straight onto the 

template provided. When they click                        they will be taken straight to the provided template.   

Every morning we would like your child to 

complete this daily check in task by 

9:30am. This will let us know that your 

child is engaging in their home learning – 

think of it a bit like morning registration! 

Children are expected to return work regularly throughout the day as this 

will enable teachers to provide support, encouragement and feedback.  The 

suggested times for when work should be returned have been provided 

however, we appreciate how challenging it may be, especially if you are also 

having  to work from home yourself. Therefore, please do not worry if you 

aren’t always able to meet all the times. What’s important is that your child 

knows they are expected to be learning at home and sending in their work 

for their teacher to mark. If your child is not engaging in the learning then 

their class teacher will contact you by phone to offer support with any 

difficulties you may be experiencing.    



Children can choose to write out the activity on paper if they would prefer and then will need to take a 

photo  of the piece of work and upload it to their journal. 

A brief overview of Seesaw main tools and features  

If your child needs extra time to finish the work click ‘save to draft’.           When the work is 

completed your child will submit it to their journal for feedback by clicking ‘check’.  

Feedback 

Feedback on Seesaw comes in many forms and may not always look the same; the class teacher may 

‘like’ the work and this will let you know the work has been received and reviewed. A teacher comment 

can also be made on pieces of work submitted to your child’s journal, if we feel your child needs to have 

a look at any of the work set again, we can send it back to them. On occasion we may also record a voice 

note to give your child feedback on a piece of work they have submitted. We aim to provide same day 

feedback for work submitted between 9am and 3.30pm any work submitted after these times will 

receive feedback the following morning.                             

 

Seesaw has a mic and video function if your child is finding something difficult, send the class teacher a 

comment, voice recording or video to let them know what your child is finding tricky and we will help 

and support remotely. 

 

Miss Kemp and Miss Nash are already missing seeing your children in person however they will be 

regularly communicating  with them virtually until everyone can be safely back in the classroom. Please 

don’t hesitate to contact us via Seesaw, the ks1@ashbyce.leics.sch.uk email or the school office if you 

have any queries or need support accessing the home learning. Stay safe everyone and we look forward 

to seeing you all soon.    
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